
First of all, Leadership refers to the quality
of leading people. Probably, it is one of
the most important aspects of life. Above
all, Leadership has led to the progress of
human civilization. Without good
Leadership, no organization or group can
succeed. Furthermore, not everyone has
this quality. This is because effective
Leadership requires certain important
characteristics.

First of all, confidence is the most
important quality. A leader must have
strong self-confidence. A person lacking in
confidence can never be a good leader. A
person must be confident enough to
ensure others to follow him. The leader
must have confidence in his decisions and
actions. If he is unsure, then how can
people have the desire to follow him.

A good leader must certainly inspire
others. A leader must be a role model for
his followers. Furthermore, he must
motivate them whenever possible. Also, in
difficult situations, a leader must not lose
hope. How can a leader inspire people if
he himself is hopeless?

Good communication is a must for a good
leader. This is because poor
communication means you give wrong
message to followers. Furthermore, good
communication will improve the quality of
work. Also, the chances of mistakes by
followers will get reduced. Another
important quality is decision making.

Above all, if a leader makes poor decisions
then other qualities will not matter.

Furthermore, good decision making ensures
the success of the entire group. If the leader
makes poor decisions, then the efforts of
followers won’t matter.

A good leader must be an excellent
innovator. He must display a creative
attitude in his work. Most noteworthy,
innovation is a guarantee of survival of a
group or innovation. Without creative
thinking, progress is not possible.

Mahatma Gandhi was an excellent example
of a good leader. He was a staunch believer
in non-violence. With his brilliant
Leadership skills, he made the British leave
India. Probably, this was the most unique
independence struggle. This is because
Gandhi got freedom without any violence.

Abraham Lincoln was another notable
leader. Most noteworthy, he ended the
slavery system in the United States.
Consequently, he made many enemies.
However, he was a man of massive self-
confidence. His struggle against slavery
certainly became an inspiration.

Sir Winston Churchill was a great patriotic
Englishman. Most noteworthy, he led
Britain in the 2nd World War. Furthermore,
he was extremely inspirational. He inspired
Britain to fight against Nazi Germany. His
great communication motivated the entire
country at a time of hopelessness.

To conclude, Leadership is required in
probably every sphere of life. Good
leadership is the door to success. In
contrast, bad leadership is a guarantee of
failure. Consequently, good leaders are
what make the world go round.
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Congratulations to
Mrs.Kanagavalli for having

procured the First 100 in Tamil
X Borad Exam. 2021-22



for speaking out against the Taliban and

encouraging young girls like herself to

pursue an education. She made her first

public speech touting the cause when she

was only 11 years old. She attracted

international attention when she survived

an attempt on her life at age 15.

Her birthday falls on 12 th July. She is now

happily married to Asser Malik, A manager

with Pakistan’s Cricket governing body and

lives in Birmingham England. Through the

Malala Fund and with her own voice, she

continues to advocate for the power of

education and for girls to become agents

of change in their communities. Malala

continued her higher education in Oxford

University and last month obtained her

degree in Philosophy, Politics and

Economics .

Novaya Gazeta was a vocal advocate

for an independent press, known for

investigating abuses of power. In 2021

he was awarded (with Philippine

journalist Maria Ressa) the Nobel Prize

for Peace, cited for his “efforts to

safeguard freedom of expression.”

In an interview to Meduza, Muratov

commented that his Nobel Prize belongs

to all journalists of Novaya Gazeta who

were killed for conducting their

investigations:

It's not mine. I'm not the right

beneficiary, there are real ones. It's just

that the Nobel Peace Prize isn't awarded

posthumously, it's awarded to living

people. Obviously, they decided to

award it to someone living, having in

mind Yury Shchekochikhin, Igor

Domnikov, Anna Politkovskaya,

Anastasia Baburova, Stanislav Markelov,

and Natalya Estemirova.

At a young age of 16 years,
Jayalakshmi wears many hats. She is
a student of Class 12, sole bread-
earner of her family, a tuition
teacher for Class 8 and 9 students
and a social worker. The resident of
Thiruvalluvar Nagar village of
Adhanakottai panchayat in
Pudukottai district of Tamil Nadu,
Jayalakshmi has helped in
eradicating the practice of open
defecation from her village by
raising awareness and motivating
her fellow villagers to build
individual household toilets. Taking
support from a Tiruchirapalli based
voluntary organisation ‘Gramalaya’
that has been working towards
sanitation and rural development
since 1987, Jayalakshmi has
managed to build 125 individual
household toilets covering all
families in her village.

It all started when Jayalakshmi won
an online competition conducted by
a private organisation and got an
opportunity to visit NASA (National
Aeronautics And Space
Administration) facility in the USA.
She started receiving support from
various people and organisations
who offered to fund her visit to
NASA. Gramalaya was one of the
organisations that came forward to
help her realise her dream of visiting
NASA. But she requested the
organisation head to channelise the
fund towards building the

On 22 March 2022, Muratov decided to

sell his Nobel Peace Prize medal to an

auction, donating the proceeds to

UNICEF for the benefit of refugees from

Ukraine The medal is sold for US$103.5

million, the highest prize ever recorded

for a Nobel Prize’
Individual household toilets in her
village. She already has the required
money for the NASA trip through
other sponsors. She will go to NASA
next year. Her story is now a lesson
that students study in the
Maharashtra State Board schools.

In 2014, at age 17,
Malala Yousafzai
became the youngest
recipient
of the . The young
activist from Pakistan
had become famous

Dmitry Muratov,
(born October 30,
1961, Kuybyshev,
Russia, U.S.S.R.
Russian journalist
who, aseditor in chief
of The newspaper
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Blue Day Celebration!!
Blue is the colour of the sky and sea. It is often associated with depth & stability.

Blue symbolizes trust, loyalty, wisdom, confidence, intelligence & truth.



In order to be replaceable one must always be unique.
KMR always has tried to live up to this saying. The
students of grades II to V have demonstrated this
through their integrated projects on 8th & 23rd July. The
topics for the different grades were:

Grade II- Creepers & Measurement

Grade III- Forest & Transport

Grade IV- Seasons & Shapes

Grade V- Pollution & Land Forms

Through different modes, the children presented their
displays with gusto and enthusiasm. Many of them
even dramatised. Parents also came to witness their
children’s original ideas. This was an excellenet
opportunity for the children to exhibit their inherent
potential. Report By Mrs. Saranya Kannan I/C

PROJECTS II, III, IV and V



KMR 360* ENGLISH FORUM ACTIVITIES BY STUDENTS OF
GRADES VI, VII and VIII 9 th July 22
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The English Department of
KMR Organized English Forum
Activities Exclusively for
Grades of VI VII and VIII at the
School auditorium.

The children came out in full
strength prepared well and
participated. Many parents
helped their wards in
preparation. Almost everyone
gave out his or her best.

The objective of the English
Forum was to bring out the
communication skills of each
and every student. Various
topics were given for them to
prepare and participate.

This was a good exercise in public
speaking. This has made many of
the children come out of their
shells. It was all fun, but in the end
all children became a little more
smarter. Communicating in
English was made easy.

Parents of children also came in
good number and encouraged their
wards in their renderings. The
children were very happy to
perform in front of their parents.

Report By Mrs. Priyadarshini I/C
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SOMEWHERE INSIDE
ALL OF US IS THE

POWER TO CHANGE
THE WORLD

INVESTITIURE CEREMONY



KMR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

STUDENTS COUNCIL ( 2022- 2023)

SCHOOL PUPIL LEADER NIRANJAN.B

ASSISTANT SCHOOL PUPIL LEADER VARADHAN. S

SPORTS CAPTAIN GNANAVEL. V

EVENTS HEAD RASWANTH. K.M

HOUSE CAPTAINS

ANTARCTIC HEAD BOY KAPILESH.B
ANTARCTIC HEAD GIRL MOHANA PRABA.J
ANTARCTIC SPORTS CAPTAIN HELVINA.V

ARCTIC HEAD BOY MADHAN KUMAR.K
ARCTIC HEAD GIRL PRAVEENA.K.R
ARCTIC SPORTS CAPTAIN RITHIKA.S

ATLANTIC HEAD BOY GOPALA KRISHNAN.R
ATLANTIC HEAD GIRL HARI PRIYA
ATLANTIC SPORTS CAPTAIN SUBHASINI.G

KMR 360* KMR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
STUDENTS COUNCIL 22-23
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ARCTIC HOUSE PREFECTS

CLASS NAME

III A

III B SRI SARAN

IV A ACHAYAKHAMA.R

IV B MITHUN

V A ASWIN

V B GIRIJA

V C PRAHATHI

VI A JOVALA

VI B MONISHVER

VI C HARISH BALAN

VII A MINU SRI

VII B SIVARUBAN

VIII A SARAN SRI

VIII B RATHINA LEKHA

IX A THARUN

IX B YASWANTH RAJ

X A NIJANTHAN

X B NIRANJAN

ANTARCTIC HOUSE PERFECTS

CLASS NAME

III A THAVEESH

III B DHIYASHINI

IV A SABARISH
VARATHAN

IV B SAI SURENDER

V A LAKSHMI VIRUTHIKA

V B S.SIDDID

V C DANIEL JOSHAVA

VI- A RAM PRANAV

VI-B SAMUEL JONES

VI-C SADHANA SHREE

VII-A DAYASHREE

VII-B MOHITHA

VIII-A SAHANA

VIII-B ASWANTH KRISHNA

IX-A JAYA SREE

IX B SHIVEN SHIRISH

X A SAI THARUN

X B VIJAYA BALAJI

KMR 360* KMR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
PREFECTS 22-23
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ATLANTIC HOUSE PREFECTS

CLASS NAME

III A SUBASH.V

III B THANU SHREE

IV A SANDHIYA.M

IV B SRI KRISH.R

V A RUTHRAN.T

V B ASHNA

V C SAI TAMIL

VI A CHOLENA.P

VI B TANSHIKA.M

VI C IRFAAN SHERIF.U

VII A NIFIKSA.R

VII B DYASHRI

VIII A HASMITHA.A.S

VIII B SEMMOZHI.P

IX A YOGA PRASANA.K.R

IX B SEMAN SARATHY.K

X A PRANAV KARTHICK.S

PACIFIC HOUSE PREFECTS

CLASS NAME

III-A YAKESH PANDIAN

III-B SHIVANI

IV-A VARSHITHA

IV-B BHUVANGH

V-A HARSHA

V-B UTHRAN

V-C VEERAJ

VI-A KRITHICK

VI-B DEEKSHA

VI-C SAI SUDHAN RAJ

VII-A DEVA DHARSHAN

VII-B SURJITH

VIII-A PRASITHA

VIII-B THANYA

IX-A MOVITHA

IX-B ASHMA

X-A RITHEESH KUMAR

KMR 360* KMR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
PREFECTS 22-23
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Your child need your presence
than our presents”.

COMPILED BY: MRS. SARANYA
I/C- V&VI

Tips on PARENTING from my
experience…

 Love them and show them
through action.

 Help them to plant a seed and
be responsible for it till it
grows.

 When they make a mess,
teach them to clean it and
stay by their side and help
them when they need.

 Teach them to say thank you
and sorry. Use it in front of

them as often as possible.

The way you start the
Newsletter was so impressive and
guidance . . Study tips and
importance of study was given the
awesome tips and practices to the
students....it's help their study plan
and time management.… Love
yourself Be yourself...... Its gives
importance of selflove and
confidence . It's gives strength
their mental health ....Beautiful
explained about the pains ...
The." pain" leads to success in your
path. The mission of the school
narrative was good ..Promote the
citizenship .... and all.. Red day and
yoga day pictures were pretty …
Gk facts also interesting especially
literary celebrities in June.

 During the study time,
be by their side to guide
them when needed. Give
them rest when needed.

 Allow them to do simple
tasks such as arranging
their room, cupboard,
book shelf etc.

 Correct them whenever
they do mistakes and
tell them why you did so.

 Wish them to have a
good day and ask them
how their day was.

 Have some family time.
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தமிழ மனழறதழதனழ ஜூலை
மாத நிகிழவககழ மககழ
சறறழறாக 6, 7, 8மழ வகறழ்
மாணவரழககழ மறழறமழ
ஆசரிிரழககாைழ ஏறழறாட
சகிழிறழறடழட
நடதழதறழறடழடன.
நாடகஙழகககழ , றாடைழககழ ,
உலரககழ மறழறமழ
ஓவிஙழககழ மைமழ
மாணவ மாணவிரழ
சறறழறாக தமிழ சமாி
வாயைாக தஙழககழ
தறலமகலக
சவகிறழறடதழதனரழ.
சறறழறறார ழகுமழ
கைநழதசகாணழ ட
கிநழலதகலக சறரிதமழ
றாராடழட மகிழநழதனரழ.



The 44th International Chess Olympiad,
organised by Fédération Internationale
des Échecs (FIDE), is just a day away
from its opening ceremony on July 28,
2022, in Chennai. It has been an
extraordinary journey by the
government of Tamil Nadu to pull in such
efforts and host India's first-ever
International Chess Olympiad.

How did Chennai get the hosting rights?

On February 25, 2022, FIDE announced
that it will move the Olympiad from
Moscow and is searching for an alternate
place to host the event. However, it was
not until March 16, 2022,
that Chennai was officially announced as
the host city for the
44th Chess Olympiad.

Tamil Nadu Chief Minister MK Stalin
rejoiced at the announcement, tweeting,
"Delighted that the Chess Capital of India
is set to host the 44th Chess Olympiad! A
proud moment for Tamil Nadu! Chennai
warmly welcomes all the Kings and
Queens from around the world!
#ChessOlympiad2022."

What is the venue for the event, and
who will be attending the opening
ceremony?

Poonjeri Village in Mamallapuram, a
UNESCO heritage site located about 50
kilometres from Chennai, Tamil Nadu,
was chosen as the venue for the event,
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India will be hosting the 44th Chess
Olympiad from 28 July 2022 to 10
August 2022. It was supposed to take
place in Moscow earlier but after the
invasion by Russia of Ukraine, FIDE
decided to move the event to India.
The bid for the rescheduled Chess
Olympiad was a sudden one and in the
words of AICF President Dr Sanjay
Kapoor, Tamilnadu Government
stepped up and provided them with
adequate funds, which helped India to
secure the hosting bid.

India is fielding a total of 5 teams in the
tournament and can very well make it
more historic by achieving their best
finish at the Chess Olympiad.

Growth of Chess in India India has
witnessed an immense growth of Chess
players and chess lovers in the last few
years. In the last 12 years, the number
of grandmasters has tripled in India.
India has 74 Grandmasters now which
is a huge improvement from 23 in
2010. India has a total of 33,308 rated
players. As a country, India is ranked
4th overall with an average rating of
266.

Talking to The Bridge, President of All
India Chess Federation Sanjay Kapoor
said, "With the growing popularity of
Chess, we will be introducing a
programme in school which will help
kids grow their intellect and it will help
chess grow also.

which will begin on July 28 and last till
August 10, 2022. It was announced that
the opening ceremony, which will
feature programs based on the state's
rich cultural heritage, will be held at the
Jawaharlal Nehru Indoor Stadium and
attended by India's Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Tamil Nadu CM MK
Stalin, among other dignitaries.

Who is the mascot of the 44th Chess
Olympiad?

The event's official mascot has been
named 'Thambi', a horse clad in the
traditional Veshti –Sattai. Buses with
'Namma Chess, Namma Pride' written
over them alongside a picture of Thambi
were flagged by Stalin to travel across
the city.

How many countries and players are
participating in the 44th International
Chess Olympiad?

India has a golden chance of winning the
gold medal at the Olympiad as neither
Russia nor China are able to participate
in the event. While China has pulled out,
citing Covid as a reason, Russia has been
debarred from all sporting events due to
its war on Ukraine.

However, a total of 343 teams from 187
countries are participating in the event,
with 25 players from India participating
under the mentorship of legendary
Indian Chess Grandmaster Vishwanathan
Anand.
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CHESS RALLY on 28th July 2022

To commemorate the 44th edition of
the Chess Olympiad at
Mammallapuram, students from grade
6 to 12 of KMR school organised and
participated in a walkathon from KMR
school to SVN college on 28 July 2022.

A total of 250 students and teachers
took part. Dr. Krishnaveni-
Correspondent, flagged off the
walkathon and Ms. Saraswathy -
Principal and teachers spoke on the
significance of the game. In the
afternoon Competitions were
conducted on giant size demonstration
chess boards for parents and sudents.

Among the students S. Rithish Kumar X
B belonging to the Pacific House was
the winner and Gautham VII belonging
to the Antartic was the runner up

Among the parents, Mr. Nasar F/O N.
Mohammed Rifath LKG B was the
winner and Mrs. Shakthi Priya M/O
Saimurugan LKG B was the runner up.

In the Quiz Competition on chess Mrs
Meenakshi M/O Lithika Shree LKG B ,
Mrs. Shakthipriya M/O Saimurugan
LKG B. Mrs. Rashmika’s (IIB) mother &
Mr.Azhar Hussain F/O Afsa Khatoon VB
were the winners.

The winners and runners up of the
various competitions were awarded
with chess boards and coinds as prizes.

Parents in good number were present
to witnes and encourage the
participants

“ I don’t believe in
psychology, I believe

in good moves.“
– Bobby Fischer.
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I am Ashwin George's mother.

This year's theme is Academic
Excellence and the world running
on nature's rule "Survival of the
fittest." New Gen doesn't know
how to handle failure. Instead of
injecting the word success,
excellence start motivating our
children through failure and
survival stories. Add tips and bits
useful for competitive exams.

Add quizzes. Add some
interesting things like coloring,
crosswords, etc.....

Explore Madurai - can add a
short para on
scenic/holy/adventurous places
or eateries.

These are my humble
suggestions. Thanks and Regards

Annie George M/o Ashwin
George Zachariah (6 A).

Thank you very much Mrs Annie
George, M/O Ashwin George

Zacharia Grade VI, for your very
meaningful feedback. . Your

valuable suggestions are well taken.
Keep reading our News Magazine.

Happy parenting-

EDITORIAL BOARD
PUBLISHER: DR. KRISHNAVENI,

CORRESPONDENT

CHIEF EDITOR: MRS. SARASWATHI

PRINCIPAL

ED. BOARD: MRS SARANYA, MR ALAGAR

MR. G SURESH

MENTOR: MR. T M CHARLES ,
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WIZKLUB announces KMR as Centre of ExcellenceWIZKLUB recognises KMR as Centre of Excellence
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